id+ 4.5" square adjustable
FLCS44 | LCS44

LUMINAIRE MUST BE INSTALLED PRIOR TO DRYWALL CEILING.
ALL GRID LUMINAIRE MUST BE SECURED TO STRUCTURE ABOVE.

FOCAL POINT
NON-EMERGENCY - T RATED

EMERGENCY - REMOTE TEST SWITCH

PARTS
BEAMSPREAD OPTIC (SHIPPED INSTALLED)
OPTIONAL - BAR HANGERS SOLD SEPARATELY

TRIM
ADJUSTABLE ACCENT
DOWNLIGHT
REGRESS CLEAR/ SOLITE LENS

KEY
POWER OFF
POWER ON
LEVEL
ATTENTION

SEE ADDITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

GRID
2 x2

GRID - ½" CONDUIT & CLIP (BY OTHERS)
3 x2

GRID - BAR HANGERS (SOLD SEPARATELY)
3 x2

4a x4

4b multiple luminaires only

Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation).
To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.
Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation). To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.
Mud casting will be slightly recessed when bar hangers are properly positioned.

**EMERGENCY - MOUNTING HEIGHT**

See Battery Manufacturer Instructions

Emergency maximum mounting height: 20.00'

**EMERGENCY - INTEGRAL TEST SWITCH**

⚠️ Above ceiling access required ⚠️

A

Battery unit connector inside

B

See Battery Manufacturer Instructions

⚠️ Do not mate connector until installation is complete and a.c. power is supplied

**EMERGENCY - REMOTE TEST SWITCH**

⚠️ Above ceiling access required ⚠️

A

⚠️ Release test switch from bracket prior to installation

B

C

Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation).

To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.
Luminaires must be installed by a qualified electrician (check with local and national codes for proper installation).

To prevent electrical shock, disconnect electrical supply before installation or servicing.

**TILT**

8b **UNLOCK TILT**

8a **UNLOCK ROTATION**

8b **LOCK TILT**

**ROTATE**

9b **UNLOCK ROTATION**

9a **THUMB SCREW**

9b **LOCK ROTATION**

**BEAMSPREAD OPTIC SERVICE**

A **ADJUST ANGLE TO ZERO TILT**

B **REVERSE STEPS TO INSTALL BEAMSPREAD OPTIC**

OPTIC ENGAGES THREE HOLDING TABS
PULL DOWN ON OPTIC TO DISSIZE THE TABS
CONTRACTOR is responsible for adequately reinforcing walls and/or ceilings to support luminaire weight. Focal Point, LLC accepts no responsibility for inadequately reinforced walls and/or ceilings. The information contained in this drawing is the sole property of Focal Point, LLC. Any reproduction in part or whole without the written permission of Focal Point, LLC is prohibited.

TRIM INSTALLATION

1. DRIVER SERVICE

2. TRIM INSTALLATION

3. TILT & ROTATE LED MODULE AWAY FROM DRIVER. SEE INSTALLATION STEPS 8 & 9 FOR INSTRUCTIONS.